



Summer 2022 Training 



Start with Safety 

Physical Touch 
Appropriate Touch 

- Meeting children at their eye level by bending down or sitting.

- Listening to individuals with your ears, eyes, and heart.

- Hold the child’s hand while listening or speaking to him or when walking to an activity.

- Putting an arm around the shoulder of an individual when comforting, quieting or greeting is an 

appropriate way to hug. This side-to-side type of hug should only be done in public.

- A light touch (not prolonged) to hand or shoulder when encouraging.

- High-fives or fist bumps are encouraged.

- Gently hold the shoulder of a child when redirecting the child’s behavior.

- Hold a preschool child who is crying.


Inappropriate Touch 
- Kissing a child or coaxing a child to kiss you.

- Extended hugging or prolonged physical contact of any kind.

- Touching a child in any area that would be covered by a bating suit (exception: properly 

assisting a child in the restroom).

- Carrying an older child or sitting him or her on your lap.

- Being alone with a child.

- Giving a full contact, body-to-body hug.

- Rough or aggressive play with kids.


What is the faith of the 
next generation worth?



Discipline 
The 5 R’s 

- Reward: Reward the positive behavior with words of affirmation

- Remind: If a child is not meeting behavior expectations remind them of what they are. Also 

remind your class or group often about the behavior expectations.

- Redirect: If children continue to misbehave, redirect them to another activity. 

- Remove: If reminding and redirecting do not work, text their parents to come and help work 

with their kids. Explain the situation to them while being respectful toward them and their 
children. Then, hand the situation off to them so you can continue working with your class or 
group.


- Return: If parents feel like they would like to let their child try again they can return their children 
to the class or group. Depending on the age and infraction, you may ask parents to stay and 
help.


Exceptions 
- If kids hit, we need to immediately redirect them out of whatever activity they are doing and who 

they are doing it with and give them time to cool down. Make sure an incident report is filled out. 
If they are uncontrollable and a possible danger to kids around them (or yourself), directly text 
parents to come and assist. Then contact your ministry director for support. Afterwards we will 
need to fill out an incident report form.


Incident Reports 
- Fill out an incident report form if a child is physically violent, is unmanageable, displays unusual 

behavior, or is unusually defiant.


Discipline we do not use 
- Guilt/Shame

- Passive aggressive comments

- Comparison




Cultivate with Ownership 
Expectations: Team Dynamics and Communication 

- Teams will manage and coordinate schedules

- Those in your team are your first option for subs.


Expectations: Schedule and Commitment 
- This is your ministry and your are responsible for fulfilling your responsibility to prepare and be 

present.

- If you re unable to find someone within your team to sub for you, you may reach out to your 

ministry director for help finding coverage.

- We are in this for the long haul! Plan to commit for the whole school year (August-June). Sick 

Sundays and vacation Sundays completely fine, just make sure you have communicated with 
your team and you have a sub.


Training: Safety 
- Darkness to Light: Stewards of Children

- Darkness to Light: Healthy Touch for Children & Youth

- CPR and First Aid (a goal of 50% trained)


Training: Ministry Development 
- Orange Tour: optional day encouragement and training for Childrens Ministry on Friday, 

September 16th. Travel, tickets, and lunch are paid for by Crossroads.

- Monthly email’s with helpful tips for children's ministry.


Connected and Growing 
- This year we wan t to make sure that every person on our team is actively connected and 

growing.

- Discover and Partnership: If you have not gone through our discover group we are also 

recommending you participate in it.

- Sunday Services: It is important that you are able to attend at least 2-3 adult worship services 

a month.

- Discipleship Group or Small Group: If you are not part of a small group, discipleship group, or 

equipping class please consider joining one for this school year.




Point to Jesus 
Words and Actions 

- Keep it fun! Kids imprint what they are learning the best when they are having fun.

- Take every hard conversation or behavior issue as an opportunity to build trust. The trust they 

have in us can affect how much trust they have in Jesus.

- We share Bible stories and truth but they validate what we say by how we treat them.


Teaching and Application (Levels of teaching) 
1. Share God’s story and explain His character. (Listen and Receive)

2. Dialogue with kids about how they can apply God’s truth to their life. (Process)

3. Give them the tools to teach it back to parents. (Reproduce)

4. Coach kids to take steps toward personal spiritual rhythms in response to what they learn. 

(Internalize)


Notes and Questions 
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